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A Fine Shot  
A Duke was hunting in the forest with his men-at-arms and 
servants; he came across a tree. Upon it, archery targets 
were painted and smack in the middle of each was an 
arrow. 'Who is this incredibly fine archer?' cried the Duke. 'I 
must find him!' After continuing through the forest for a few 
miles he came across a small boy carrying a bow and arrow. 
Eventually the boy admitted that it was he who shot the 
arrows into the tree. 'You didn't just walk up to the targets 
and hammer the arrows into the middle, did you?' asked the 
Duke suspiciously. 'No my lord. I shot them from a fifty 
paces. I swear it by all that I hold holy.' 'That is truly 
astonishing,' said the Duke. 'I hereby admit you into my 
service.' The boy thanked him profusely. 'But I must ask one 
favour in return,' the Duke continued. 'You must tell me how 
you came to be such an outstanding shot.' 'Well,' said the 
boy, 'first I fire the arrow at the tree, and then I paint the 
target around it.'
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Arrow Spine 
The spine rating of an arrow is simply a measurement of 
its stiffness. The same Easton arrow comes in a variety 
of stiffness: the lower the number, the stiffer the arrow. 
For example, a 330 arrow is stiffer than a 500 spine 
arrow. There are two kinds of spine (stick with us, we 
promise not to get too technical). There’s static spine, 
which is how an arrow reacts when an 880-gram (1.94 
lbs.) weight is suspended from the center of the arrow. 
The arrow must be 29” in length and supported by two 
points, which are 28” apart. The number of inches the 
arrow deflects or bends X 1000 due to the weight is the 
spine size or measurement of an arrow. So, a 500 arrow 
bends .5-inches when the weight is applied.



Dynamic  Spine 
Then there is dynamic spine, which describes the way 
an arrow reacts from the stored energy of a bow as it is 
shot. Too many factors determine the way an arrow is 
going to react when shot out of the bow, and because of 
the nearly unlimited variables in determining dynamic 
spine, Easton hunting arrows are measured using static 
spine. You can manipulate the dynamic spine of an 
arrow and make it act stiffer when shot from a 
compound bow by decreasing peak bow weight, point 
weight or the point/insert combination, using heavier 
bow string material or adding more strands to the 
string, heavier vanes, heavier serving material and/or 
nocking point and shortening the length of the arrow.



Why is Spine Important? 
Ok, now that we’ve determined what the spine of a 
arrow is, why is it important? If you do not have the 
correct arrow spine for your bow set up, you are going 
to get erratic arrow flight and poor shooting groups. 
Having the proper arrow spine is key to optimizing the 
grouping of your arrows and for the best possible 
accuracy. Shooting an arrow that is not stiff enough, or 
a group of arrows that vary in stiffness, will cause you 
to be less accurate. An under-spined arrow will veer 
right, while an arrow that is too stiff will favor slightly 
left.
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Future Subjects

• What Do You Want to Learn About? 
• We Want Suggestions! 
– Should I shoot Compound or Recurve? 
– Should I use a release? 
– What release should I use? 
– Should I have short vanes or long vanes? 
– 3 Vanes or 4? 
– Straight or Helical? 
– How do I serve a string? 
– How do I tie on a D Loop? 
– Can we just go out for Beer and skip the lesson?


